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in Violet, his focus shifts to the threat venturing into his territory. Nico may
come across as the quiet, broody one, but the intruders are about to regret
stepping foot in New Orleans. And when Violet goes missing, no charm or spell can
keep Nico’s wolf at bay.
The Book of Practical Witchcraft Pamela Ball 2021-10-15 Become a competent,
confident spell-worker with this practical guide to witchcraft, presented in a
beautiful hardback with gilded page edges. Containing an extensive collection of
traditional spells and techniques, this guide will help readers attract positive
friendships, love and luck as well as promote healing, careers and protection. The
Practical Book of Witchcraft is an essential reference for anyone wishing to
master the incredible art of wicca and spell-making. Includes: • A section on
tools used as well as information on how to consecrate them • Correspondences for
different spells • Rituals for manifesting your wishes This spell-binding book
provides a wonderful introduction into witchcraft and makes a perfect gift. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Mystic Archives are beautiful hardcover guides which reveal the
hidden mysteries of esoteric arts, presented with foil-embossing, Wibalin binding
and gilded page edges.
Big Book of Spells Sophia Silvervine 2015-11-19 A Book of 30 Spells Do you need a
boost of self-esteem? Do you want more luck or financial success? Are you looking
to add more magic into your life? Then this book is for you. This book will not
only give you the spells that you need, but you'll find that it also gives you the
reasons behind the ingredients and the best time to perform them. Most of the
spells in this book will not require a lot of ingredients, but with witchcraft it
is important to realize that the less ingredients you use, the more energy it will
need. If you have a spell with more ingredients, it is a more basic spell, and
you'll find basic spells in this book as well. You'll find Spells For: - Finding
Love - Increasing Beauty - Job Applications - Seven Days of Luck - Banishing
Negative Energy - Cleansing & Purifying Items - Protection Against Spirits &
Curses - Better Dreams - And Much, Much More! This book will help you to start
casting spells with the right ingredients at the right time. There's no guess
work. It's all about your power, your desires, and your needs.
The Book of Spells Jamie Della 2019 Calling upon ancient powers and the ways of
the Witch, The Book of Spells contains rituals and visualizations for releasing
negativity, increasing bliss, healing a broken heart, finding your Spirit guides,
embarking on the adventure of astral flight, and more. With the help of timeless
myths and fables, as well as author Jamie Della's personal anecdotes, each spell
offers empowering insight to help you uncover your innate Divine essence. This
beautifully gilded compendium includes need-to-know information on Sabbats and

Spells Trouble P. C. Cast 2021-05-25 The first book in the Sisters of Salem
trilogy about twin witches from the powerhouse duo P.C. and Kristin Cast! Double
double, twins spell trouble... Hunter and Mercy Goode are twin witches, direct
descendants of the founder of their town of Goodeville. As their ancestors have
done before them, it is now time for the twins to learn what it means to be
Gatekeepers–the protectors of the Gates to different underworlds, ancient portals
between their world and realms where mythology rules and nightmares come to life.
When their mother becomes the first victim in a string of murders, the devastated
sisters vow to avenge her death. But it will take more than magic to rein in the
ancient mythological monsters who’ve infected their peaceful town. Now Hunter and
Mercy must come together and accept their destiny or risk being separated for
good.
Witchcraft Activism David Salisbury 2019-03 The first hands-on guide to witchcraft
activism with practical tips on everything from joining activist groups to
conjuring spells for self-protection There is a movement on the rise, one that
brings the worlds of social justice and political activism together with the
practice of witchcraft. Activists wish to add magical methods to their arsenal,
while spell casters seek to use their powers to resist oppression. Written by an
experienced witch-activist and with the current political climate in full view,
the book shows readers how to learn spells for self-protection and body shielding,
as well as methods of developing enhanced psychic intuition and situational
awareness. Salisbury explains how and why to conjure spirits of defense, land
spirits, ancestral spirits of activism, as well as your own personal guardian
spirits. Included are rituals, spells, and sigils, written clearly and simply, so
that even someone with absolutely no previous experience in spell casting can
immediately feel empowered and join the "witch resistance."
Witches Get Stitches Juliette Cross 2021-07-20 Violet Savoie has a plan. A dream,
rather. To open her own tattoo shop, which caters to supernaturals in need of
permanent charms. As a powerful Seer, she has the potent magic to cast every kind
of spell. Except the kind to give werewolves control over their beastly side. And
her business partner Nico needs help in the worst kind of way. Nico Cruz has a
secret. A motive, rather. To subtly stalk and seduce Violet until she finally
recognizes they are fated to be together. Ever since their heated encounter in
Austin on New Year’s Eve two years earlier, he’s been dying to get his hands—and
his tongue—back on her body. He knows a woman like Violet can’t be courted in the
usual way. Luckily, Nico has no scruples about misbehaving to get what he wants.
But when his former pack roams into town, and an old friend is far too interested
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ancient traditions, Gods and Goddesses, and tools of the Craft such as herbs,
crystals, tarot archetypes, moon phases, and runes. The Book of Spells is the
perfect beginner's guide to following the Path, practicing the Craft, and
incorporating magick into your daily life.
Love Spells Trouble Nova Nelson 2018-08-06 Love-sick spirits from the beyond. Dead
romances resurrected. This spells trouble. As a psychic medium, bringing peace to
restless spirits is Nora Ashcroft's specialty, and she thought she was getting the
hang of it. But when two ghosts that were supposed to be resting in peace pay her
a late-night visit, she realizes how much she has left to learn. Unfortunately,
the more answers the dead provide, the more troubling their return becomes ... As
unlikely romances start popping up across Eastwind, are the Winds of Change to
blame or something more sinister? And could it have anything to do with the new
genie in town? If Nora can't make sense of the tangled web of events soon, hearts
(and noses) will be broken... Love Spells Trouble is the seventh book in the
Eastwind Witches series, which is best enjoyed in order. Fans of no-nonsense
female sleuths, snarky familiars, delicious loves interests, and greasy late-night
eats will adore this humorous cozy mystery set against a quaint (and gossipy)
supernatural village. Click Buy to solve the mystery now!
Spells for Teenage Witches Marina Baker 2000 The daughter of a white witch
presents a collection of charms, rituals, and incantations to conjure up the power
of young witches, and addresses an array of teenage interests from an obsessive
first crush to final exams.
The Witches' Spell Book Cerridwen Greenleaf 2013-08-27 Banish stress, ease
tension, and add comfort, joy, and magic to your daily life with The Witches'
Spell Book. This enchanting guide is a must-have for spell casters of all levels.
Including 60 good spells for love, prosperity, good health, profound wisdom, and
much more, this powerful collection is sure to charm anyone with a penchant for
the magical.
Spells for the Solitary Witch Eileen Holland 2004-04-01 Clear and easy to follow,
Spells for the Solitary Witch explains how to prepare and cast spells 87 spells in
all together with the materials needed for each spell and the incantations to say
that will ensure the best results. Tailored to the needs of solitary witches,
Holland suggests alternatives to hard-to-find ingredients, as well as directions
about where to find specific ingredients crucial to a spells success.
The Spell Book of a Wicked Witch Thalia Thorne 2021-02-07 Sometimes the only way
to get justice is to make it for yourself. Many modern witches believe that you
should only use magic to bring positive energy into the world, and most spell
books teach you those types of spells. This spell book is different. This spell
book is wicked. There are times when you will be hurt by someone you loved,
betrayed by someone you trusted, maligned by someone you thought was your friend.
Times when the magic of light and love just will not do. Thalia Thorne is an
experienced witch and falls firmly into the camp that knows that there is no such
thing as "white magic" or "black magic". Magic is what you turn to when mundane
methods have failed or just won't work. If you're not pushing back against those
who would walk all over you, then you're just going to end up being a doormat.
This spell book will teach you how to make your own justice and stand up for
yourself. For example, you'll find: Agony of Acne Curse - to give someone a pimple
Sour Break Up Spell - to end a relationship Banish Your Ex Hex - to drive them
away forever Business Butcher Curse - to destroy a business Liar's Lamentation to find out who has been spreading lies And over 50 other spells that use simple
ingredients and provide step-by-step directions that a beginner can follow. The
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next time someone wrongs you, will you turn the other cheek? Or will you be
wicked?
The Goodly Spellbook Dixie Deerman 2008-03-01 Presents a collection of ancient
spells and incantations that have been adapted for modern times.
Witch You Well : A Westwick Witches Cozy Mystery From Bestseller Author Colleen
Cross Colleen Cross 2021-12-08 The captivating cozy mystery and instant #1
bestseller Witch You Well From USA Today and New York Times Bestseller Mystery
Author Colleen Cross comes a witch cozy mystery whodunit that will make you laugh
out loud. It's magic and mayhem as the witches investigate. Grab this hilarious
witch cozy mystery bestseller and follow the clues as the Westwick Witches solve
this magic and murder mystery. "Bewitched meets Miss Marple - 5 star fun!"
"Supernatural sleuthing at its finest!" - Reviewer BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR...
Book 1 in the bestselling Westwick Witches Cozy Paranormal Mystery series - a USA
Today and New York Times bestseller Dead billionaires are not good for business!
That's what Aunt Pearl complains to Cen when the dead body is found in the cozy
family inn at Westwick Corners. Still, it's not Cen's problem. She lives an
ordinary life away from her witch-ful family for a reason. She got her ordinary
fiancé and her ordinary job as a journalist using no magic whatsoever, and no
inconvenient local murder is going to change her comfortable existence. Even if
the entire town is now accusing Aunt Pearl of murdering her guest. Even if her
fiancé is acting weird and talking about seeing ghosts. Even if the town's sexy
new sheriff, Tyler Gates, treats her like the most hexing of all the witches... If
you love funny cozy mysteries infused with a dose of humor and the supernatural,
youll love this paranormal witch cozy mystery! Witch You Well appeals to readers
of the Stephanie Plum series by Janet Evanovich who enjoy humorous cozy mysteries
and cozy mystery books. Fans of Angie Fox, Kristen Painter, and Charlaine Harris
will love these paranormal mysteries chock-full of sorcery and supernatural secret
sauce! Sign up for Colleen's new release notifications at
http://www.colleencross.com "...A bewitching, supernatural treat. If you love
witch cozy mysteries you'll love Cendrine West and her wacky witch family!" Witch
are you waiting for?....grab your copy today! The Westwick Witches Cozy Mysteries,
in series order: Witch You Well - A Westwick Witches Cozy Mystery #1 (this book)
Rags to Witches - A Westwick Witches Cozy Mystery #2 Witch and Famous - A Westwick
Witches Cozy Mystery #3 Westwick Witches Magical Mystery box set - books 1-3
Christmas Witch List - A Westwick Witches Cozy Mystery #4 Stay tuned for more
magic world mystery series and occult witches cozy mysteries From the author:
Westwick Corners isn't your typical small town. Or even a normal ghost town. It's
where people go not to be found, and witches go to work their magic without
attracting too much attention. The combination makes from some interesting and
humorous mysteries, and the witches are always at the center of the action! Ruby's
cooking, Cendrine's amateur sleuth and investigator activities, and Aunt Pearl's
magic school are always looking for that one secret ingredient that will propel
the witches to fame and fortune and put the small town of Westwick Corners back on
the map again. The witches are forever cooking up new business opportunities like
The Westwick Corners Inn, The Witching Post Bar and Grill, and of course, Pearl's
Charm School, where witches go to unravel riddles, spin magic spells, and create
their own witch mysteries. Too bad they are forever getting distracted because
there are always strange things happening in Westwick Corners, from petty crime to
murder. The West family has always been in Westwick Corners and always will be.
They descend from a long line of witches who have inhabited Westwick Corners from
the beginning. Witches who unlock mysteries, solve crime, and help those in need.
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They are collectively a kind of a witch of all trades, because pitching in--or is
it witching in-- is what you do in a small town. Everyone helps out. Even Grandma
Vi the ghost investigates and sleuths. But when everyone pulls together, it's not
always in the same direction! If you like a good puzzle, a good laugh, and a good
witch mystery series, you'll love these cozy mystery books! Available both as
ebook cozy mystery books and cozy mystery paperbacks. I am writing the next book
in this series of paranormal cozy mysteries, a cozy paranormal that takes place on
Christmas Eve. As long as people like these humorous cozy mysteries I will keep on
writing them. Thanks for reading! __________ Keywords: witch cozy mystery books,
paranormal cozy mysteries, witch cozy mysteries, witch cozies, cozy mystery,
amateur sleuth, traditional mystery, mystery, small town mystery, bestseller,
female detectives, female protagonist mystery, murder mystery, cozy mysteries,
midnight texas, female sleuth, veronica mars, rob thomas, humor, series, rita mae
brown, diane mott davidson, nancy warren. diana orgain, sarah graves, keeley
bates, annabel chase, alexander mccall smith, robyn peterman, ben aaronovitch,
delia james, juliet blackwell, gemma halliday, dakota cassidy, fortune, witch
detective, rae davies, book, books, ebook, novel, college, funny, humorous
mystery, minight texas, funny mystery, mysteries, thriller, thrillers, police
procedural, general mystery, adele abbott, ghosts, sorcery, witch detectives,
mayfair witches, sorceress, witch is when, witch and wizard,witches of bourbon
street, alaine alister, amanda lee, witch books, witchcraft books, bailey
cates,kate locke, bewitched, spells and scones, magic, grimoire, sofie kelly, aunt
tillie, christiana miller, wicked, kristen s walker, haunting, witches tree,
halloween, magic and mayhem, witchcraft books and spells, wicked witch, trouble in
mudbug, banana cream pie murder, ten bigg ones,janet evanovich, m.c. beaton, diane
mott davidson, julie smith, a panicked premonition, victoria laurie, charlaine
harris, karen cantwell, alexander mccall smith, densie grover swank, abigail keam,
victoria laurie, madison johns. barbara annino, jana deleon, lynn cahoon, rose
pressey, deanna chase, leighann dobbs, connie shelton, harper lin, tonya kappes,
heist, kidnapping, blood diamonds, best selling books,best seller, best sellers
books, james patterson, bookshots, tess gerritsen, morgana best, kathy reichs,
money laundering, forensic accounting, forensic accountant, fraud, white collar
crime, crime, female sleuth, private investigators, cartels, wall street, new york
times bestsellers, financial thriller, international mystery thriller, suspense
thriller, general thriller, cozy mysteries, cozy murder mystery, cozy mystery
books, cozy mystery, cozies, paranormal cozy, humorous mystery, murder mystery,
private detective, women sleuths, books, ebooks, vigilante justice, police
procedural, general mystery, revenge, accounting, finance, auditing, money, legal
thriller, financial thriller, crime thriller, general thriller, suspense thriller,
suspense, forensics, gone girl, girl on a train, paula hawkins, women's murder
club, halloween books, James Patterson, John Grisham, joy fielding, sandra brown,
girl on the train, Jana DeLeon, connie shelton, robert bryndza, daniel silva, iris
johansen, david rosenfeldt, roger stelljes, dennis lehane, tanya anne crosby,
Leighann Dobbs, Gillian Flynn, Michael Connelly, Karin Slaughter, Diane Capri,
Liane Moriarty, Tess Gerritsen, Greg Iles, Lisa Scottoline, Kathy Reichs, Lee
Child, Harlan Coben, roger stelljes, stacy green, Aaron Patterson, Lisa Jackson,
Heather Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, patricia cornwell, j a jance, john
sandford, cj box, david baldacci, sue grafton, kendra elliot, melinda leigh,
nelson demille, michael wallace, john sandford, stuart woods, jeffrey deaver,
estelle ryan, michael palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen, lee child, jack
reacher, stig larson, stig larsson, david lagercrantz, girl with the dragon
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tattoo, jo nesbo, john lescroart, jessica knoll, charlaine harris, leighann dobbs,
jana deleon, bella forrest, brad thor, vince flynn, scott turow, louise penny,
charlaine harris, melissa foster, kendra elliot, robert dugoni, marcia clark,
scott pratt, christopher greyson, aaron elkins, barry eisler, rachel abbott, t.r.
ragan, michael crichton, j.d. robb, renee pawlish, madison johns, abigail keam,
jaden skye, karin slaughter, dale mayer, peter james, liliana hart, amanda m. lee,
best sellers, mystery thrillers, colleen, whistleblower, due diligence, hardboiled, police procedural, suspense, police procedural , general mystery, hardboiled, suspense, traditional british, women sleuths, true crime, cozy mystery,
romantic suspense, nora roberts, j d robb, technological thriller, mystery
thriller, series, noir, hard-boiled, thriller stories to keep you up all night,
thrillers free books, mystery books, mystery and thriller ebooks, detective
stories, lee child, jack reacher, nora roberts, j d robb, murder mystery,sweet
cozy mysteries, sweet cozy mystery, crime cartel, mysteries, action adventure,
suspense thriller, crime thriller, thriller books, noir, crime books, suspense
books, mysteries, thrillers, best mystery books, best mystery novels, mystery
author, mystery series, Canada, Canadian authors, Vancouver, Pacific Northwest,
mystery books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014, murder mystery, murder
mysteries, best crime novels, crime fiction, cj lyons, robert b. parker, lee
child, jeffrey archer, fiona barton, bosch, crime thrillers, krimi, fraud
investigation, fraud audit, whistleblower, conflict diamonds, whodunit,
psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, psychological
thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, medical thriller, action
adventure, mob, cartel, espionage, spy thriller, mafia, blood justice diamonds,
bestselling mysteries, bestselling thrillers, buenos aires, vancouver, saskia
noort, esther verhoef, cosy, cosies, best sellers, detective stories, 007, Dan
Brown, DaVinci, Women Sleuths, Women's Fiction Crime Detective, Crime Thrillers,
Kidnapping Crime Fiction, Murder, Mystery Series, Gastown, thin blue line, drug
heist, private investigator, RCMP, Lower Mainland, Richmond, west coast, Lee
Child, medical mystery, United States, Canada, Vancouver, Buenos Aires, cynthia
baxter, m .c. beaton mystery, mysteries, thriller, thrillers, heist, kidnapping,
blood diamonds, best selling books,best seller, best sellers books, money
laundering, forensic accounting, forensic accountant, fraud, white collar crime,
crime, female sleuth, private investigators, cartels, wall street, new york times
bestsellers, financial thriller, international mystery thriller, cozy mysteries,
cozy murder mystery, cozy mystery books, cozy mystery, cozies, private detective,
women sleuths, books, ebooks, vigilante justice, revenge, accounting, finance,
auditing, money, legal thriller, financial thriller, crime thriller, forensics,
gone girl, girl on a train, paula hawkins, women's murder club, James Patterson,
John Grisham, joy fielding, sandra brown, girl on the train, Jana Deleon, Leighann
Dobbs, Gillian Flynn, Michael Connelly, Karin Slaughter, Diane Capri, Liane
Moriarty, Tess Gerritsen, Greg Iles, Lisa Scottoline, Kathy Reichs, Lee Child,
Harlan Coben, roger stelljes, stacy green, angie fox, victoria laurie, Aaron
Patterson, Lisa Jackson, Heather Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, patricia
cornwell, j a jance, john sandford, cj box, david baldacci, sue grafton, kendra
elliot, melinda leigh, nelson demille, michael wallace, john sandford, stuart
woods, jeffrey deaver, estelle ryan, michael palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen,
stig larson, stig larsson, david lagercrantz, girl with the dragon tattoo, jo
nesbo, john lescroart, jessica knoll, brad thor, vince flynn, scott turow, louise
penny, charlaine harris, harper lin, tonya kappes, janet evanovich, melissa
foster, kendra elliot, robert dugoni, marcia clark, scott pratt, christopher
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greyson, aaron elkins, barry eisler, rachel abbott, t.r. ragan, michael crichton,
j.d. robb, renee pawlish, madison johns, abigail keam, jaden skye, karin
slaughter, dale mayer, peter james, liliana hart, amanda m. lee, best sellers,
mystery thrillers, colleen, whistleblower, due diligence, hard-boiled, police
procedural, suspense, traditional british, women sleuths, true crime, cozy
mystery, romantic suspense, technological thriller, mystery thriller, series,
noir, hard-boiled, thriller stories to keep you up all night, thrillers free
books, mystery books, mystery and thriller ebooks, detective stories, murder
mystery,sweet cozy mysteries, sweet cozy mystery, crime cartel, mysteries, action
adventure, crime thriller, thriller books, noir, crime books, suspense books,
mysteries, thrillers, best mystery books, best mystery novels, mystery author,
mystery series, Canada, Canadian authors, Vancouver, Pacific Northwest, mystery
books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014, murder mystery, murder mysteries, best
crime novels, crime fiction, cj lyons, robert b. parker, lee child, jeffrey
archer, fiona barton, bosch, crime thrillers, krimi, fraud investigation, fraud
audit, whistleblower, conflict diamonds, whodunit, psychological thriller,
adventure thriller, political thriller, psychological thriller, adventure
thriller, political thriller, medical thriller, action adventure, mob, cartel,
espionage, spy thriller, mafia, blood justice diamonds, bestselling mysteries,
bestselling thrillers, buenos aires, vancouver, saskia noort, esther verhoef,
cosy, cosies, best sellers, detective stories, 007, Dan Brown, DaVinci, Women
Sleuths, Women's Fiction Crime Detective, Crime Thrillers, Kidnapping Crime
Fiction, Murder, Mystery Series, Gastown, thin blue line, drug heist, private
investigator, RCMP, Lower Mainland, Richmond, west coast, Lee Child, medical
mystery, United States, Canada, Vancouver, Buenos Aires, contemporary romance,
romantic comedy, shopping romance, billionaire romance, billionaire, series,
romantic comedy series, comedy, comedy series, bbw romance, funny romance, laugh
romance, modern romance, urban romance, boston, boston romance, wealthy, USA
today, USA today bestseller, CEO romance, office romance, city romance, smart
romance, mystery shopping, mystery shopping romance, dogs in romance, cats in
romance, lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance, julia kent, julia kent
romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york
times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming,
heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, contemporary, best seller, sleuth, detective, romance, nora roberts, urban
fantasy, paranormal elements, gothic, paranormal, vampire, quick read, serial,
romance, romance, teen, young adult, vampire love story, vampires, young adult
reads, contemporary crushes, werewolves, witches, dark fantasy, supernatural,
alpha wolf, alpha Teen & Young Adult, Paranormal Romance, Romance, Paranormal,
Vampires, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy coming of age, dark fantasy,
fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and witches,
superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance
Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, Chrissy
Peebles, Crush, The Crush Saga, supernatural, romance, mystery, superpowers,
paranormal, series, Young Adult, fantasy. superhero, paranormal fantasy,
paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult
and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, supernatural, romance,
mystery, superpowers, paranormal, series, fantasy, horror romance, horror, coming
of age vampires, vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age, genetic
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engineering, science fiction, mash ups, vampires, romance, werewolf, fantasy,
horror, mystery, new adult & college romance, occult, urban, young adult fantasy,
paranormal, paranormal romance, fantasy witches, shapeshifter wolf romance,
dystopian, superhero fantasy ebooks, demon, werewolf romance, vampires, vampire
series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age fantasy, science fiction, mash ups
, bad girlfriend , vampire girl , vampire vengeance, anti-heroes, vengeance,
strong female lead fantasy, strong female characters, strong female vampire
vampire romance, young adult paranormal, paranormal new, adult romance, werewolf
romance, vampires, demons and devils, shapeshifter wolf romance, horror, new adult
fantasy romance, coming of age, new adult, young adult, gothic, young adults,
lycan, vamps, dark fantasy, If you like witchcraft in your mystery books you'll
love this bestselling detective witch book series! One of the best books to read
in 2019. James Patterson meets the supernatural Westwick witches!
The Spell Book for New Witches Ambrosia Hawthorn 2020-02-04 Change your life with
this enchantingly easy spell book Magic is present within us all--when accessed,
it allows us to connect to the natural world, invite in opportunities, and create
the change we need in our lives. The Spell Book for New Witches shows you how to
tap into your inner power and make spellcasting practical for your day-to-day.
This spell book starts with an introduction to spell work, including performing
spells, prepping your space, and channeling energy to access your power. Easy-tofollow spells will help you find lasting love, protect your family and friends,
advance your career, and live the life you deserve. The Spell Book for New Witches
includes: Practical magic--An overview to spellcasting covers terminology, best
practices, misconceptions, and more. Sage advice--Learn to create an altar, access
your power, and connect with the magic using calendars, seasons, and cycles.
Spellbound--This spell book covers seven categories, such as Romantic Love, Family
and Friends, Money Matters and Prosperity, and Health and Healing. Transform your
life with The Spell Book for New Witches--made for the everyday witch.
Witchcraft, Demonology and Magic Marina Montesano 2020-05-20 Witchcraft and magic
are topics of enduring interest for many reasons. The main one lies in their
extraordinary interdisciplinarity: anthropologists, folklorists, historians, and
more have contributed to build a body of work of extreme variety and consistence.
Of course, this also means that the subjects themselves are not easy to assess. In
a very general way, we can define witchcraft as a supernatural means to cause
harm, death, or misfortune, while magic also belongs to the field of supernatural,
or at least esoteric knowledge, but can be used to less dangerous effects (e.g.,
divination and astrology). In Western civilization, however, the witch hunt has
set a very peculiar perspective in which diabolical witchcraft, the invention of
the Sabbat, the persecution of many thousands of (mostly) female and (sometimes)
male presumed witches gave way to a phenomenon that is fundamentally different
from traditional witchcraft. This Special Issue of Religions dedicated to
Witchcraft, Demonology, and Magic features nine articles that deal with four
different regions of Europe (England, Germany, Hungary, and Italy) between Late
Medieval and Modern times in different contexts and social milieus. Far from
pretending to offer a complete picture, they focus on some topics that are central
to the research in those fields and fit well in the current “cumulative concept of
Western witchcraft” that rules out all mono-causality theories, investigating a
plurality of causes.
The Witches Book of Spells Roc Marten 2011-05-22 The Witches Book of Spells,
written by Roc Marten, provides essential magic spells for the modern witch.
Whether your an experienced practitioner of the magical arts or a beginner 'The
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Witches Book of Spells' you will be able to benefit from the contents within this
book. Whether your looking for Love, Financial Luck, Healing, Protection, Diet,
Confidence and Energy, you'll have no problem finding a spell on such topics. Not
only does 'The Witches Book of Spells' provide you with over 70 spells, you'll
also discover a variety of informative information that will help guide you
through your spell work. Topics covered include How Spells Came to Be, Features
and Characteristics of a spell, How to Prepare a Spell, Do Spells Really Work,
Common Myths about Spells and much more! 'The Witches Book of Spells' will not
only educate you on spell work but would also make a fine addition to your
spellbook collection.
The Thrifty Witch's Book of Simple Spells Wren Maple 2022-01-11 If you're just
starting out in witchcraft or if you're sick of complicated, hard-to-source
spells, The Thrifty Witch's Book of Simple Spells is for you!
Of Witches and Warlocks: the Dark Rising Lacey Weatherford 2011-07-01 Praise for
The Dark Rising: "Wow! What a trip this book was ... a roller coaster ride of
emotions, The Dark Rising turns out to be Vance and Portia's biggest challenge
yet. There are so many twists and turns in this book, you will not be able to put
in down! I'm not sure how much longer I can wait until I read the final book in
this series!" ~Tishia Mackey, Paranormal Opinion "Dark and deadly dangerous. This
fourth installment in the fantastic Of Witches and Warlocks series is filled with
love and passion and loyalty. Twists and turns abound, leading to a completely
unexpected conclusion. I just couldn't put it down!" ~ Kim Deister, The
Caffeinated Diva "Once again, Lacey Weatherford has demonstrated her ability to
craft a magnificent tale that is dark and dangerous, but filled with love and
hope. Of Witches and Warlocks continues with The Dark Rising and Wow! You are not
ready for this one! Hold on for the ride of your life! Wonderfully written.
Couldn't put it down!" ~ Beverly Sharp, The Wormhole Book Blog "Lacey Weatherford
cast a spell on me ever since she penned The Trouble With Spells. The Dark Rising
is about recovery, recollection and reconnection. There is heartbreak, hope,
action, and blindsiding twists to satisfy any reader, but it is Weatherford's
signature style of being such an unabashedly romantic that has me firmly attached
and invested in these characters." ~ Laurie Treacy, Reader Girls "You can't help
but fall in love with all the characters. There is this raw vitality in them that
just appeals to us all! This epic journey is sure to leave you breathless and
wondering when you decided to sit on this roller coaster of emotions!" - Sana Noor
from Breathing Books Overview: Elation turns to despair. Relationships hang
precariously in the balance. Evil raises it head to take on a new form. Is love
worth the risk? Deadly dangerous....The Dark Rising "Watch out world...while
everyone has been giving gushy sighs over Edward and Jacob, a new hot bad boy has
arrived on the scene. Be prepared to lose your heart all over again to the sexy
confidence and swagger of Vance Mangum. If you love the romance of the Vampire
Academy series, or the evil deliciousness of The Vampire Diaires, you do not want
to miss The Dark Rising. This book takes the Of Witches and Warlocks series from
AWESOME to EPIC!" Belinda Boring, The Bookish Snob & The Romance Reviews. The Of
Witches and Warlocks series: The Trouble With Spells, The Demon Kiss, Blood of the
White Witch, The Dark Rising.
The Real Witches' Kitchen Kate West 2002 The modern witch's hearth is the kitchen,
and for many witches it is their work-center. "The Real Witches' Kitchen" contains
100 spells and recipes for oils, soaps, brews, soups, incenses, and more.
Of Witches and Warlocks Lacey Weatherford 2011-07-01 Portia Mullins had always
lived the life of a normal teenager, up until her sixteenth birthday. She is then
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informed by her grandma that she is actually a witch who is a descendant from a
long line of witches and warlocks. After overcoming her disbelief she finds that
being a member of the coven comes with one great perk in the form of the
schoolA[a¬a[s handsome bad boy, Vance Mangum. Vance and Portia have an immediate
connection as a budding romance begins, only to be threatened by turbulent skies
on the horizon as VanceA[a¬a[s checkered past rears its ugly head to haunt them.
Portia is forced to use her untried powers in defense of everything she loves in a
desperate attempt to hold on to the one thing that really matters in her life.
Slavic Witchcraft Natasha Helvin 2019-08-06 A practical guide to the ancient
magical tradition of Russian sorcery and Eastern Slavic magical rites • Offers
step-by-step instructions for more than 300 spells, incantations, charms, amulets,
and practical rituals for love, career success, protection, healing, divination,
communicating with spirits and ancestors, and other challenges and situations •
Reveals specific places of magical power in the natural world as well as the
profound power of graveyards and churches for casting spells • Explores the folk
history of this ancient magical tradition, including how the pagan gods gained new
life as Eastern Orthodox saints, and shares folktales of magical beings, including
sorceresses shapeshifting into animals and household objects Passed down through
generations, the Slavic practice of magic, witchcraft, and sorcery is still alive
and well in Russia, the Ukraine, and Belarus, as well as the Balkans and the
Baltic states. There are still witches who whisper upon tied knots to curse or
heal, sorceresses who shapeshift into animals or household objects, magicians who
cast spells for love or good fortune, and common folk who seek their aid for daily
problems big and small. Sharing the extensive knowledge she inherited from her
mother and grandmother, including spells of the “Old Believers” previously unknown
to outsiders, Natasha Helvin explores in detail the folk history and practice of
Russian sorcery and Eastern Slavic magical rites, offering a rich compendium of
more than 300 spells, incantations, charms, and practical rituals for love,
relationships, career success, protection, healing, divination, averting the evil
eye, communicating with spirits and ancestors, and a host of other life challenges
and daily situations, with complete step-by-step instructions to ensure your
magical goals are realized. She explains how this tradition has only a thin
Christian veneer over its pagan origins and how the Slavic pagan gods and
goddesses acquired new lives as the saints of the Eastern Orthodox Church. She
details how the magical energy for these spells and rituals is drawn from the
forces of nature, revealing specific places of power in the natural world as well
as the profound power of graveyards and churches for casting spells. She explores
the creation of amulets and talismans, the importance of icons, and the proper
recital of magical language and actions during spells, as well as how one becomes
a witch or sorceress. Offering a close examination of these two-thousand-year-old
occult practices, Helvin also includes Slavic folk advice, adapted for the modern
era. Revealing what it means to be a Slavic witch or sorceress, and how this
vocation pervades all aspects of life, she shows that each of us has magic within
that we can use to take control of our own destiny.
The Little Book Of Spells Astrid Carvel 2019-08-06 Discover the techniques for
performing white witchcraft with this beginner's guide to casting spells. Learn
the importance of the moon's cycles and ways to tap into the rhythms of the
natural world, and how to source your own ingredients. From love potions using
candle magic and rituals for attracting prosperity, to charm bags for courage and
incantations for lasting happiness, there is a spell for every occasion.
The Modern Guide to Witchcraft Skye Alexander 2014-07-31 Provides information on
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creating a sacred space, promoting good energy, and creating incantations,
potions, and charms.
Witch Hollow and the Wrong Spell I. D. Blind 2013-02-01 That spell was wrong!When
three young witches, Electra, Cassandra, and Medea, decided to practice
witchcraft, they had no idea what consequences the wrong spell could have. Ghosts
that scare the townspeople, and an old witch with an eerie wail are their minor
problems.Meanwhile, sixteen-year-old Eric O'Brian is sent to live in the small
town of Hollow as a punishment for his truancy and bad behavior. Shortly he finds
out that the beautiful town full of colorful ravines, green highlands, and dense
forests, is not an ordinary one: flowers that whisper, a strange Old Curiosity
Shop that steals the time, and a hanged man coming to life on the Halloween night
lead him to believe that Hollow is a mystical place inhabited by witches.After
meeting the mysterious girls and befriending them, Eric becomes a part of the
world with time traveling, medieval bards, flying brooms, and paintings with
parallel reality.Then a murder happens in Hollow...Below are the URLs of the songs
featured in the book:“A Red, Red Rose”— http://youtu.be/sl5JY_4Mow4 “The Battle of
Aughrim”— http://tinyurl.com/cggjh7g “My Heart's in the Highlands”—
http://youtu.be/sZKWDNEwSYI “The Lady of Shallot”— http://youtu.be/yS5N5moJpi0
Modern Witchcraft and Magic for Beginners Lisa Chamberlain 2015-10-31 Everything
You Need to Know to Start Practicing Magic and Witchcraft "Witchcraft" is a word
that, for some, may inspire fantastical images of women flying through the night
sky on broomsticks and shooting sparks out of a glimmering wand. Others mistakenly
associate people who practice Witchcraft with the dark arts-believing that Witches
go around hexing people, or use other "black magic" to cause trouble for people
they dislike. The truth is, Witchcraft is not fantasy, and is not inherently
malicious. It's a vibrant, nature-based spiritual practice that is alive and well
in our modern times, just as it has been for longer than we've been recording
history. Nonetheless, due to the persistence of these misconceptions in mainstream
society, some Wiccans do not consider themselves to be practitioners of
Witchcraft, and don't identify as Witches. This is despite the fact that Gerald
Gardner, the founder of what became known as Wicca, described the religious
activities of his coven in exactly these terms-they were Witches practicing
Witchcraft! Whether you choose to call yourself a Witch, a Wiccan, both, or
neither, Witchcraft is an enormous topic that can be overwhelming for those who
are just starting to explore it. There's so much to learn, and there are many
differing perspectives on what is "correct" or "incorrect" in terms of knowledge
and practice. Truly, it may be the one of the most confounding of all possible
areas of spirituality! Modern Witchcraft and Magic for Beginners was created to
provide a fact-based, neutrally-oriented context for launching you on your
exploration. Whether you feel called to study Wicca with a practicing coven, learn
as much as you can on your own about a branch of Traditional Witchcraft, or forge
an eclectic practice that combines several approaches, this book will help you
navigate the various opinions, definitions, and perspectives you'll find in the
wide, wide world of the Craft. Foundations of Western Witchcraft Wicca has become
the most well-known form of the Craft, but it emerged in tandem with other forms.
Many of these other traditions were influenced by, and had influence on, what we
now know as Wicca. A basic understanding of the wider realm of Witchcraft allows
you to broaden your knowledge and enhance your practice. In these pages, you'll
find: An overview of the historical and cultural contexts in which contemporary
Witchcraft has evolved A debunking of common misconceptions about Witchcraft as it
is practiced today Core beliefs and practices found among a variety of forms of
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the Craft Clear distinctions between Wiccan, Traditional, and Eclectic paths Core
concepts underlying the "why" and "how" of magic A brief look at a few common
magical techniques-visualization, invocation, and candle magic Some example
workings for you to try, if you feel so inclined Suggested references for further
reading for those who want to explore these topics further Whether your curiosity
about the Craft is intellectual, spiritual, or both, you'll find plenty of useful
information in Modern Witchcraft and Magic for Beginners. After reading this book,
you should have a better grounding in this fascinating field, and hopefully a
clearer sense of where you'd like to go next! If you're ready to learn about
Witchcraft and start practicing magic, scroll to the top of the page and select
the buy button. Readers will also be treated to an exclusive free gift!
The Book of Spells Jamie Della 2019-10-01 Complete with over 50 spells and
information on the magickal tools and traditions of witchcraft, The Book of Spells
is the ultimate guide to healing, manifesting your desires, and diving confidently
into the mysteries of magick. Calling upon ancient powers and the ways of the
Witch, The Book of Spells contains rituals and visualizations for releasing
negativity, increasing bliss, healing a broken heart, finding your Spirit guides,
embarking on the adventure of astral flight, and more. With the help of timeless
myths and fables, as well as author Jamie Della's personal anecdotes, each spell
offers empowering insight to help you uncover your innate Divine essence. This
beautifully gilded compendium includes need-to-know information on Sabbats and
ancient traditions, Gods and Goddesses, and tools of the Craft such as herbs,
crystals, tarot archetypes, moon phases, and runes. The Book of Spells is the
perfect beginner's guide to following the Path, practicing the Craft, and
incorporating magick into your daily life. Advance praise for The Book of Spells
“This book opens the door to a life of magic and inspiration. The most wonderful
thing about it is that Jamie actually lives by the book. She’s the real deal! The
Book of Spells is personal, engaging, and empowering. Her information about the
Craft is heartfelt, user-friendly, and a treasure trove of witchy wisdom. You’ll
love this book whether you are a novice or an expert. Enjoy!”—Victoria Bearden,
nationally renowned astrologer and psychic “What a sweet book this is. Spells and
a lot more for people new to the Craft written by an experienced Witch who
practices what she preaches.”—Barbara Ardinger, author of Goddess Meditations and
Finding New Goddesses “Creative, ethical, and respectful of tradition but modern
in focus, these spells are focused on self-healing, rather than forcing your will
on others.”—Anna Korn, Adocentyn Research Library “Young and old alike find a
rainbow of solutions in Jamie Della’s self-empowering Book of Spells.
Simultaneously bold and inviting, Della’s unswerving devotion to self-love, selfawareness, and growth shines through on every page of this gem of a soul’s
companion guidebook.”—Tania Pryputniewicz, author of November Butterfly
Bubble, Bubble Spells and Trouble 1986
The Trouble with Witches Kristen Painter 2019-05-13
The Book of Shadows Anastasia Greywolf 2021-10-05 The Book of Shadows is your allin-one journal resource for learning the basics of witchcraft, performing over 40
spells and rituals, documenting your spellwork, and then reflecting on your inner
witch with creative prompts to transform your life.
The Modern Witchcraft Spell Book Skye Alexander 2015-08-07 Hundreds of spells for
the modern-day witch! At any given moment, you have the power to manifest lasting
love, boost your prosperity, and shape your destiny. Written by Skye Alexander,
spellcraft expert and the author of The Modern Guide to Witchcraft, this book
teaches you how to harness your inner magic through incantations, potions, and
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charms. Whether you're looking to get the job of your dreams, rejuvenate your
body, or bring good fortune to family and friends, each page provides you with a
spell that can be re-created or personalized for your specific situation. With the
tools in The Modern Witchcraft Spell Book, practicing witches will hone in on
their natural talents and discover a whole new world of possibilities.
The Little Witch's Book of Spells Ariel Kusby 2020-08-25 The Little Witch's Book
of Spells is an enchanting compendium of spells, potions, and activities for kids
8 to 12 years old. Young witches-in-training will discover spells to resolve
problems, foster friendship, and engage with the natural world. This spellbinding
book guides readers on how to craft a magic wand, befriend a fairy, and read tea
leaves, as well as glossaries of magical terms and symbols. • A playful and
immersive guidebook to all things magical • Filled with simple activities using
easily found ingredients • Complete with lush illustrations The Little Witch's
Book of Spells harnesses magic and the imagination to help little witches feel
powerful, tap into creative energy, and practice self-love. Spells and activities
include Best Friends Forever Spell, Jump Rope Protection Spell, Get Well Soon
Elixir, Blanket Fort Magical Fortress Spell, How to Make a Magical Fairy Garden,
and Mermaid Bath Spell. • Perfect for young readers interested in magic, fans of
Harry Potter, Sabrina the Teenage Witch, and fantasy series featuring witches • A
mystical, fun, and empowering book of spells that will have any child enthralled
by the magical world • Great for millennial parents who want to encourage
imagination, creativity, and play • You'll love this book if you love books like
The Book of the Secrets of Merlin Wizardology by Candlewick Press, Fairyopolis: A
Flower Fairies Journal by Glen Bird and Liz Catchpole, and The Unofficial Harry
Potter Spellbook: Wizard Training by Michael Gonzalez.
A Spell in the Wild Alice Tarbuck 2020-10-01 'Witches occupy a clear place in
contemporary imagination. We can see them, shadowy, in the corners of the past:
mad, glamorous, difficult, strange. They haunt the footnotes of history - from
medieval witches burning at the stake to the lurid glamour of the 1970s witchcraft
revival. But they are moving out of history, too. Witches are back. They're
feminist, independent, invested in self-care and care for the world. They are
here, because they must be needed.' What it means to be a witch has changed
radically throughout history; where 'witch' was once a dangerous - and often
deadly - accusation, it is now a proud self-definition. Today, as the world
becomes ever more complicated and as we face ecological, political and economic
crisis - witchcraft is experiencing a resurgence. Witches are back. In A Spell in
the Wild, Alice Tarbuck explores what it means to be a witch today. Rooted in the
real world, but filled with spells, rituals and recipes, this book is an
accessible, seasonal guide to witchcraft in the twenty-first century. Following
the course of a witch's calendar year while also exploring the history and
politics of witchcraft, A Spell in the Wild is the perfect primer for the
contemporary witch.
The Trouble with Spells Lacey Weatherford 2011-03-08 Be careful what you wish for
. . . you just might get it. That’s the trouble with spells. Portia Mullins never
dreamed of grandeur, unless that grandeur came in the form of the school’s
reclusive hottie, Vance Mangum. She had no idea her feelings were reciprocated,
until her entire life is turned upside down, when she discovers she’s actually a
witch. Her family’s coven has been tasked to protect the ever-elusive Vance from
his evil warlock father. Thrown into the middle of Vance’s life only strengthens
Portia’s feelings for him, and before long the two of them are caught up in a
whirlwind romance as Vance teaches Portia about her strong, yet budding, powers.
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However, the two get so caught up in each other they completely fail to see the
threat in front of them, until it is too late. As magic releases mayhem, Portia is
left with her love hanging in the balance as she desperately tries to save Vance
from the fate they always feared. With over one half million series copies sold,
The Trouble with Spells is the first installment in this ever-escalating
paranormal romance series. If you love the romance of Twilight, the magic of Harry
Potter, and the snarky one liners of The Mortal Instruments, then you’re bound to
enjoy this Lacey Weatherford bestselling series, Of Witches and Warlocks! Buy The
Trouble with Spells today and join the masses who are falling in love with this
paranormal romance super couple!
Witchcraft Anastasia Greywolf 2016-05-15 Tap into the magic all around you with
Witchcraft, an illustrated guide to ancient potions, spells, chants, rituals, and
incantations from around the world. Learn how to form a spirit circle with coven
members, what instruments you need for your craft, special conjurations for each
day of the week, and hundreds of crafty spells and potions. With stunning
linoleum-cut illustrations by artist Melissa West that bring the magic of the past
to life, this comprehensive compendium is also a delightful page-turner that's
full of unexpected treasures. Place it in a sacred place in your home--and make
sure no enemies find it to access its inestimable powers!
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft Raymond Buckland 1986 Buckland's Complete
Book of Witchcraft has influenced and guided countless students, coven initiates,
and solitaries around the world. One of modern Wicca's most recommended books,
this comprehensive text features a step-by-step course in Witchcraft, with
photographs and illustrations, rituals, beliefs, history, and lore, as well as
instruction in spellwork, divination, herbalism, healing, channeling, dreamwork,
sabbats, esbats, covens, and solitary practice. The workbook format includes exam
questions at the end of each lesson, so you can build a permanent record of your
spiritual and magical training. This complete self-study course in modern Wicca is
a treasured classic—an essential and trusted guide that belongs in every Witch's
library. Praise: "A masterwork by one of the great Elders of the Craft. Raymond
Buckland has presented a treasure trove of Wiccan lore. It is a legacy that will
provide magic, beauty, and wisdom to future generations of those who seek the
ancient paths of the Old Religion."—Ed Fitch, author of Magical Rites from the
Crystal Well "I read Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft with much pleasure.
This book contains enough information and know-how for all approaches: the
historical, the philosophical, and the pragmatic . . . quite entertaining, as much
for the armchair enthusiast as for the practicing occultist."—Marion Zimmer
Bradley, author of The Mists of Avalon "Never in the history of the Craft has a
single book educated as many people, spurred as many spiritual paths, or conjured
as much personal possibility as Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft."—Dorothy
Morrison, author of The Craft
The Spell Book for New Witches Ambrosia Hawthorn 2021-09-14 Magic is present
within us all-when accessed, it allows us to connect to the natural world, invite
in opportunities, and create the change we need in our lives. Whether you're new
to spellwork or hoping to expand your skills, The Spell Book for New Witches shows
you how to tap into your inner power and make spellcasting practical for your
everyday. Start your path to practical magic with an introduction to spellwork,
including helpful instructions on performing spells, prepping your space, and
channeling energy to access your power. Easy-to-follow spells will help you find
lasting love, protect your family and friends, advance your career, and live the
life you deserve. Spells Include, Rose Attraction Potion, Confidence Charm Sachet,
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Friendship Repair Knot Spell, Healing Full Moon Water, Forgiving Shower Steamers,
and more! Practical magic, An overview to spellcasting covers fundamental
terminology, the differences between witchcraft and Wicca, best practices, and
common misconceptions. Sage advice, Find advice on how to create an altar, how to
access your power, and how t connect with the magic around you using calendars,
seasons, cycles, and much more. Spellbound, Practice your new craft daily with
easy spells across seven categories, such as Romantic Love, Friends and Family,
Money Matters and Prosperity, and Health and Healing. Book jacket.
The Trouble with Spells Lacey Weatherford 2011-08-11 Portia Mullins had always
lived the life of a normal teenager, up until her sixteenth birthday. She is then
informed by her grandma that she is actually a witch who is a descendant of a long
line of witches and warlocks. After overcoming her disbelief she finds that being
a member of the coven comes with one great perk in the form of the school's
handsome bad boy, Vance Mangum. Vance and Portia have an immediate connection as a
budding romance begins, only to be threatened by turbulent skies on the horizon as
Vance's checkered past rears its ugly head to haunt them. Portia is forced to use
her untried powers in defense of everything she loves in a desperate attempt to
hold on to the one thing that really matters in her life.
Of Witches and Warlock, the Complete Series Lacey Weatherford 2015-02-15 Of
Witches and Warlocks, the complete series, from #1 International and USA Today
Bestselling Author, Lacey Weatherford. Delve into the world of novice witch,
Portia Mullins, and her uber sexy warlock boyfriend, Vance Mangum, as the two find
themselves caught up in a world of magic, mystery, and mayhem. This contains the
complete full-length set of books. 1. The Trouble with Spells Portia Mullins had
always lived the life of a normal teenager, up until her sixteenth birthday. Her
grandma then informs her that she is actually a witch who is a descendant of a
long line of witches and warlocks. After overcoming her disbelief she finds that
being a member of the coven comes with one great perk in the form of the school's
handsome bad boy, Vance Mangum. Vance and Portia have an immediate connection as a
budding romance begins, only to be threatened by turbulent skies on the horizon as
Vance's checkered past rears its ugly head to haunt them. Portia is forced to use
her untried powers in defense of everything she loves in a desperate attempt to
hold on to the one thing that really matters in her life. 2. The Demon Kiss Can
someone else's past come back to bite you? After being drained of nearly all the
blood in her body, novice witch, Portia Mullins, wakes up to find that her warlock
boyfriend, Vance Mangum, has fled in search of his demon father. Determined to
keep him from facing the evil alone Portia follows after him, unknowingly setting
herself on the path of a new adventure that will take her, Vance, and their coven
over international borders, into a foreign place where they will discover that the
black magic that awaits them is far worse than they ever imagined. Portia finds
herself tangled up in a web of lies and deceit in another's quest for demonic
power. 3. Blood of the White Witch As the personal connection between Portia and
Vance explodes, the two quickly find themselves in a world of shifting balances.
While searching for Vance's missing mother, they realize they are suddenly unsure
of whom to trust, learning sometimes things are not always as they appear. When
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Vance's demon characteristics abruptly begin to resurface without warning, the
horrible truth comes out, crashing down upon them and shattering some of their
most precious dreams. Once the deadly secret is uncovered, Portia and Vance find
themselves hastily rushing against the hands of time in and attempt to stop an
ancient ritual. Passion, loyalties, powers, and family ties, will all be tested
when dangerous adventures abound. 4. The Dark Rising When Portia Mullins discovers
the love of her life is still alive her heart soars. But reality sets in
immediately causing it to plummet when she realizes he doesn't remember his past
life with her. Unwilling to give up, she embarks on a loving quest to restore his
life to him. Vance Mangum sees the beautiful girl claiming to be his wife, and
while he can't remember her, he can't deny the intense pull he feels between them.
Not knowing where else to turn, he agrees to give her the time she's asked for and
to assist her in the effort to recover his memories. The two quickly reconnect,
but dark surprises are lurking in the wings when Vance discovers a desperate
longing for something he feels he can't withstand. Will he be able to resist? Or
will evil raise its head in a new form, leaving Portia as the prey of the very man
her heart desires? Darkness reigns supreme in this haunting tale of love and
desperation. 5. Possession of Souls Fear and desperation leave Portia and Vance
clinging to threadbare hope as life is given, and taken away. Manipulated, driven
by bloodlust and the desire to claim sole possession, the stakes are raised higher
than they've ever been before. Evil rises with the intent to dominate, leading
them and their coven to the ultimate confrontation-a battle that will force one of
them to make a devastating, life-altering decision. Who will survive the final
stand?
The Junior Witch's Handbook Nikki Van De Car 2020-06-02 An empowering guide for
young witches about the kinds of magic they can create for themselves every day.
Intended for children between the ages of eight and twelve, who are curious about
the possibility of "something more" in their lives, this handbook focuses on three
major areas of the witch's life: friendship, personal fulfillment, and family.
Each section includes spells, rituals, potions, and other useful information, such
as tables about crystals, chakras, and herbs.
The Book of Spells Kate Brian 2012-11-08 The year is 1915 and sixteen-year-old
Eliza Williams has just arrived at the Billings School for Girls, the sister
school of Easton Academy, founded to turn girls into dutiful wives. Eliza's
parents expect her to learn the qualities needed to be a graceful and obedient
wife, but Eliza has a dangerous secret… she's a witch! After finding a dusty,
leather-bound spell book, Eliza forms a secret coven with eleven other Billings
girls, disguising their gatherings as a literary society to keep their teachers
from discovering the truth. Bonded in sisterhood, they cast spells - cursing the
headmistress, giving blisters to boys with wandering hands and conjuring beautiful
dresses out of rags. The girls taste freedom and power for the first time, but
what starts out as innocent fun turns into something more sinister when one of the
spells has an unexpected - and deadly - consequence. Eliza realises that magic
could bring her everything she's ever wanted… but it could also destroy everything
she holds dear. But is it too late to stop what she's started?
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